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What are you commenting on? If other, please state How could we make it better? Any other comments?

dangerous for pedestrians
there is no separation between vehicles and pedestrians, not 
even a line separating their path around the curve from US101 
northbound to Elk Valley road northeast bound.

Repaint lane striping repaint striping and make a barrier separation.

Unsafe Bridge 
just lost a life here this past weekend - needs widened and 
straightened 

Safer roads

Paving Other
It's fine! I don't understand why this stretch of 101 in Klamath seems to get 
repaved every other year whether it needs it or not while other places are 
falling apart. 

dangerous intersections Not car friendly Safer intersection
There is more than one intersection in this area that lacks either a stop or yield 
sign. There are new signs giving directions to tourists but no stop signs? Sad!

non emergency medical transportation

Patients need transport to Eureka/Arcata for specialists ranging 
from Ortho to Neuro and Neurosurgery, dental, Endocrine, ENT 
etc and especially needed for pain management Drs (Abassi and 
Jaworski).    Transportation to Grants Pass and Medford/Asante 
area would also be great as many accepting Partnership. There is 
already a daily (Oregon owned) transportation bus (name?) from 
Brookings that stops in Hiouchi and goes to Grants pass and 
Greyhound station and the Medford airport , then turns around 
and comes back again. Maybe a way to partner with them? I 
know some patients have been told they have to go to Redding as 
well â€“ those are much less frequent but would be good to have 
it avail as needed. Do we have good transportation around town 
already? I still have patients who say they cant get to the clinic 
from their home. 

More transit stops,More facilities for 
disabled

Trying to envision the process to Eureka/Arcata: Door to door would be 
optimal but could simplify it to start from Clinic and maybe go to each of the 
hospitals â€“ making arrangements with the hospital local transport buses for 
transport to the various offices. Pick up could be same way. Problem is people 
could get lost or stranded. It could be a daily shuttle service with various 
stops. Or better yet to save gas and resources,  a Shuttle service that people 
get on a list well in advance with location and dates - then the bus or van will 
take a group with door to door drop off and pick up. Most would need to 
come back the same day in late afternoon, and some of them will have had an 
epidural or other procedure so would be nice to have door to door pick up and 
drop off at their house. 

Speeding cars

Many people walk this triad as a short cut to Humboldt from elk 
valley. Many cars fly down this road , especially closer to 
Humboldt.  I.live here and get so frustrated seeing cars fly by at 
40 to 60 all day long!

Enforcement,Slow down traffic,Other Add speed bumps at mph signs.

Highway needs passing lanes, left turn lanes
More bikeways,Safer roads,Safer 
intersection,Other

There is no passing lanes from the Hwy 199/101 split until the Oregon border. 
Traffic has increased and especially in summer with slower RVS and campers 
people try to pass dangerously to get by. There needs to be a serious of 
passing lanes as well as left turn lanes or just make it a 4 lane road with left 
turn lanes. Something needs to happen. Too many people have been hurt or 
killed and I have had many near misses. 

road flooding Safer roads
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What are you commenting on? If other, please state How could we make it better? Any other comments?

Butte St is a route that kids use going and 
coming to school. There are vehicles that race 
up and down this street all day long! Can we 
have some speed bumps put in or a stop sign at 
the corner of Keller and Butte?

Slow down traffic,Enforcement,Safer roads
People just don't care if a pedestrian is in the road, they just blast right 
through! Many times I've been scared to be on the road fearful of the jerks 
that fly through here!

Pedestrians crossing Add pedestrian signals 

High risk intersection Slow down traffic,Enforcement,Other

The highway is wide, and cross traffic sometimes misjudge how much time 
they need to cross while highway traffic approaches.  Risk could be reduced by 
reducing the speed limit on Hwy 199 South, as it has been on the northbound 
lane and installing cameras to ticket speeders.  I do not favor a roundabout, as 
has been discussed.

No left turn lanes at busy intersections feeding 
off/on SR101

Safer roads,Enforcement

Many roads feeding on to 101 in Smith River from Dr. Fine Bridge to the 
Oregon border do not have protected turn lanes to leave the highway.  Cars 
are traveling at a high rate of speed and cars stopping on the two lane 
highway to turn are always a concern.

Requa Road & Patrick J. Murphy Memorial 
Drive

A high priority project in the Regional Transportation Plan.

Requa Road and Patrick J. Murphy Memorial Drive are the primary access 
roads to the mouth of the Klamath River and the Klamath River Overlook in 
Redwood National Park. Of additional importance is the access Requa Road 
provides to important cultural, historic, recreational and economic 
opportunities for the Yurok Tribe, Del Norte County residents and visitors. This 
project has a cost estimate of $16 million. 

Crescent City Gateway & Traffic Calming
Crescent City Gateway priority project is a high priority in the 
Regional Transportation Plan.

Add crosswalks,Slow down traffic,More 
places to walk,Beautify,More places to 
bike,More facilities for disabled,Connect 
sidewalks,More bikeways,Safer 
intersection,Safer roads

This project will improve safety for all users and enhance non-motorized travel 
along and across US 101 in the transition zone between the lower speed urban 
Crescent City segment and the adjacent higher-speed rural highway segment 
of US 101 at the northern and southern City entry points. It will have a 
significant region-wide benefit as it improves safety for residents and visitors 
and aligns with the regional economic goals of promoting tourism. A Project 
Study Report and conceptual design was prepared in 2013 in which the 
preferred alternative project was estimated at $1.15 million.

a dangerous intersection
High volume of traffic makes it dangerous for pedestrians to 
cross U.S. 101 and difficult for drivers to turn left onto 101 from 
Citizens Dock Road

Add crosswalks,Slow down traffic

More places to walk,More places to bike
The ditches on the sides of Moorhead Road could be paved and made into 
cycling/walking lanes.  The road is currently dangerous for pedestrians, cyclists 
and livestock that have to use the same road as motorists.
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congestion Safer intersection
There is so much going on this little area I'm not sure exactly what would help. 
A traffic light? A rethinking of the stops vs yields? 

lack of stop signs Not car friendly Safer intersection
I placed the pin here but I'm unsure where the specific intersection is that 
lacks a stop (or even yield sign). There is more than one such intersection in 
this neighborhood and it's ridiculous. 

Collier Tunnel lighting Other

I have driven into Collier Tunnel when there were NO lights turned on. I was 
driving in bright daylight, and then into the tunnel darkness. It felt confusing 
and dangerous, I momentarily had no idea where on coming traffic was.  I am 
wary now, and I notice when there are very few lights at each end.  I 
appreciate the tunnel when it is ablaze with lights. I feel safer.

Tiny signs Tiny signage Other
There needs to be larger signs designating which way the roads go and which 
way to the park. The sign is too small and visitors have taken the wrong road 
or they stop trying to figure it out. Easy fix

Traffic Slow down traffic,Safer roads

Everyone going to town from elk valley uses this street to cut across. There 
should be an alternate connector build either to connect Washington Blvd or 
across the edge of the ranch to connect to Parkway so there is less traffic thru 
this neighborhood.

Please pave Low Divide Rd. Unpaved Safer roads

Enforcement Many tourists vehicles broken into 

No roundabouts please Slow down traffic

I have lived where roundabouts were installed and then ultimately removed. 
They can be very confusing and often cause more collisions then the previous 
problem. You will never stop people using this route heading into town, but 
there could be a speed camera installed and ticket those not following the 
posted speed limit. 

More transit stops,More facilities for 
disabled

There is no bus service here and I think it could be figured in as a route. I get 
visitors at my house and they all wish there was a bus from downtown out to 
here. 

Middle Fork Smith River Bridge built in 1926.
The bridge replacement and curve realignment project at this 
location will replace a 91-year-old bridge.

This project is delayed due to litigation. Project cost: $19.4 million. 
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Elk Valley Road Multimodal Corridor Planning This is a high priority project in the Regional Transportation Plan.

More places to walk,Enforcement,Safer 
intersection,Safer roads,More 
bikeways,More places to bike,Slow down 
traffic,More facilities for disabled

The Elk Valley Road Multimodal Corridor Plan proposes to improve safety and 
address traffic crash rate issues. It includes improvements to pedestrian and 
bicycle facilities, lateral and vertical sight distance, intersection turn pockets, a 
roundabout and triangular intersection improvements. The planning 
completion date is June 2017. 

Lasrt Chance Grade Repair road for safer passage for now and the future.

There is less room on Lower Lake to make pedestrian and bicycling lanes that 
on other rural roads, but it is currently very dangerous for cyclists and 
pedestrians.  It is the only road that many can use, so it's safety should be 
improved.

school zone Add crosswalks,Other

There is a school here. The intersections around the school need more 
crosswalks and there should be more 4-way stops. There is a cross walk (I 
believe on E across 4th) that has a crosswalk but no stop. That's dangerous 
where kids are crossing. 4th & E should be 4-way stop.

lack of lighting Other

I put the pin here for the entire "Crescent City North" area. How about we 
could attach solar lights to telephone poles or something? We need lighting in 
this neighborhood and I thought that would maybe be cheaper than actually 
installing street lamps. 

Lack of Bike Racks Other
Make it better by installing bike rack on G Street side of building.  Bike rack 
exists on H Street side of building.

Dirty, dusty Washington Blvd on the SE side, 
across Parkway Dr.

Washington Blvd. has been extremely dusty for years, 
complaining hasn't helped. 

Other
During dry spells, usually all summer, this road produces dust to a degree that 
is intolerable. We have complained to the local health dept., the Board of 
Supervisors and the county road dept to no avail.

Dangerous congestion Not enough parking off road 
Safer roads,Safer intersection,Other,Slow 
down traffic

There should be a coordinated effort with Caltrans, Redwood national and 
state parks and the county to place signs and get visitors off the main highway 
and into parking at Walker road. 
Too many tourists get out in the highway and with the hidden parking on the 
sides it is just a matter of time before someone else gets killed here. 
The highway needs to be widened for bikes also.
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What are you commenting on? If other, please state How could we make it better? Any other comments?

Dangerous Transition from 199 to 197 Dangerous turn with high speed traffic Safer intersection,Slow down traffic

Intersection often has vehicle travel above 50 mph with a sharp curve which 
makes for a dangerous intersections. Many wrecks have occurred here and I 
have had a few close calls myself. Signage and possibly a way to provide a low 
cost solution for safe turning from 199 onto 197. 

HWY 197 Too fast
Enforcement,Safer roads,Slow down 
traffic,More bikeways,Other

Cars drive over 50 MPH on this road making it dangerous to exit and enter 
streets and driveways along this road, particularly near Ruby Park.  A 
reduction of the speed limit and enforcement would improve safety.  

dangerous intersection, not walking friendy
people speed through this intersection, school kids walk through 
here. Its a bad combo

Slow down traffic,Enforcement

A stop sign, or at the very least speed bumps would help slow down traffic 
here. Speed limit on this section of A street is 25, and I often see people going 
closer to 45. A lot of kids walk through here on there way to school and it 
seems pretty irresponsible.

California Coastal Trail Excellent facilities through the harbor for walking and biking.

Pebble Beach Drive Bicycle and Pedenstrian 
Improvements

A high priority project in the Regional Transportation Plan.

More facilities for disabled,Connect 
sidewalks,More places to walk,More 
bikeways,More places to bike,Safer 
intersection

Pebble Beach Drive is considered one of the most scenic roadways in Del 
Norte County and draws many tourists to the area. The community has 
identified pedestrian and bicycle improvements that would improve access to 
this valuable resource. The bicycle and pedestrian improvements are planned 
from 6 Street to 9th Street along Pebble Beach Drive and are estimated to cost 
$750,000. 

Last Chance Grade Highest Priority Project in the Regional Transportation Plan

Last Chance Grade is a 4-mile segment of US 101 located approximately 10 
miles south of Crescent City. This section is prone to active geologic activity 
and consistent roadway movement resulting in landslides and road closures. 
This segment is deemed at risk for complete failure, which would cut off the 
Countyâ€™s connection to Humboldt County and to the rest of California.

199 / 197 Intersection
Autos turning from 197 to 199 West seem to forget that they are merging 
onto a 50 mph highway. 

a dangerous intersection and pedestrian 
crossing 

Add crosswalks,Slow down traffic

crosswalk Add crosswalks Maybe there should be a crosswalk to the entrance of the skate park.

Lack of lighting Safer intersection,Other This intersection could really use some light. 
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Poor condition of West Klamath Beach Road, 
AKA Coastal Drive

Other,Repaint lane striping

This road is the first opportunity for north bound visitors to enjoy the beauty 
of Del Norte County. Unfortunately, it is in terrible condition: Hundreds of 
potholes; Uneven and rough pavement; A large dip that has resulted in at least 
two RV-towed vehicles flipping over [one trailer, one automobile]; Mostly not 
striped; Numerous collapsing culvert.
Mention of the poor condition of the road is being made in numerous travel 
publications and web sites and has been the reason for many reservation 
cancellations at the two RV parks serviced by the road.

This project is a waste of tax dollars. Enforcement,Slow down traffic
Very few people walk Elk Valley from Howland Hill Road to the 199 highway 
area.  The same goes for biking.  The proposal for the above will only increase 
vehicle speed. Improve drainage and leave it at that.

Tiny sign, no turn lane Safer intersection,Other
Sign showing elk valley cross road needs to be much larger, turning lane off 
lake Earl going south to make it safer.

Pot hole on Harding in East bound lane. Not 
clearly marked. Hazard.

Clearly mark hazard and then fix it.

Horrible road!!
the road infront of my home is HORRIBLE! soo many crappy 
patch jobs too many pot holes

Repaint lane striping,Safer roads,Other This entire road needs repaving. from 2nd & C street to 8th & C streets. 

Pot holes along entire length of 8 street Safer roads

dangerous intersection
Enforcement,Slow down traffic,Safer 
intersection

In my 30+ years of crossing US 199, I agree the problem at the Elk Valley 
Crossroad/199 intersection can be laid at the feet of those drivers who -- 
based upon their actions -- believe the freeway begins after the last hairpin 
turn coming down the hill on US 199.  The sightlines at the intersection may be 
good, but the speeders are focused on getting to town as quickly as possible, 
which mitigates the good visibility.  What isn't good are the sightlines coming 
out of Kings Valley Rd, where every crossing of 199 can only be done on faith -- 
as in faith there is no idiot in an unseeble black car who will suddenly appear 
out of the shadows doing 20+ over the suggested speed.  Since the problem at 
both intersections is that of downhill racers zooming downhill, I'd suggest 
putting the needed roundabout at the 199-Kings Valley-Parkway intersection 
instead.  By locating the roundabout at the first downhill intersection, traffic 
will be slowed for both intersections, and not just the more heavily trafficked 
one.

Elk Valley Crossing Rd at SR 101 Needs Grade Seperation Safer intersection
This intersection is dangerous with truck/trailer combinations going across 
four lanes of highways.  Especially confusing for tourists/visitors.
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What are you commenting on? If other, please state How could we make it better? Any other comments?

Washington Boulevard Improvements This is a high priority in the Regional Transportation Plan. 
Rehabilitation of Washington Boulevard from Inyo Street to Dale Rupert Road 
is considered a regionally significant project. The project is estimated to cost 
$380,000.

Front Street Revitalization
Front Street is the second highest priority project in the Del Norte 
Region. 

This project will improve the functionality of Front Street from A Street to L 
Street. The project has 7 components, including; water infrastructure, storm 
drain, pedestrian improvements, bicycle improvements, transit improvements, 
B Street roundabout, and roadway reconstruction. All of these components 
combined will improve the quality of life for residents of Del Norte County as 
well as the attractiveness to tourists. This project is the catalyst to revitalizing 
the area. Cost estimates for the Front Street project total $11.8 million.

dangerous intersection, Citizens Dock Rd and 
101 South

Slow down traffic

It has been brought to my attention the intersectoiopn of 101 South and 
Citizens Dock Rd is problematic, especially southbound traffic. Pedestrian 
traffic cross from the East to the Harbor must negotiate accelerating traffic 
heading South and is discouraging to those wishing to walk to the Harbor. 
Calming methods must be sought  and implemented to encourage pedestrian 
traffic. 

Cars drive to fast, kids in the road Most of the street lights in the area do not work Add crosswalks,Slow down traffic
People drive way to fast down this street expeshially since there is a park and 
lots of children in the area. There are constantly kids in the street that pay no 
attention to traffic. 

dangerous area Safer roads,Slow down traffic
People coming off 199 speed over the little hill and curve here making it very 
dangerous for people in these few homes to pull out of their driveways.

Last Chance Grade Other
Last Chance Grade! I am commuting to Humboldt State University for a 
Masters degree and if this road goes out I will lose my ability to attend school. 

Elk Valley Road is very dangerous Trucks don't belong on a narrow County road!
More places to walk,Slow down traffic,More 
places to bike,Enforcement,Safer roads

Heavy trucks should be on US Highway 101 not a narrow  county lane. Add 
bike lane, reduce the speed limit to 35 reduce the width of the traffic lanes 
(traffic calming). Prohibit through trucks north of the transfer station. Problem 
solved, accidents all but eliminated. I am over 70 and have to walk accross EVR 
daily to get my mail, while dodging semis goin over 55!  

French hill/199 intersection No turning lane or lane to merge f turning left Safer intersection,Other

I use this road a lot and it is dangerous to turn left onto the highway as it is a 
blind corner. It is also hard to get off without traffic running up my rear. There 
is space to make a right turn lane. 

There should be space to make a left turn merge lane and straighten it out a 
bit.
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Washington Blvd. Other

It would be great if Washington connected with Elk Valley so residences and 
businesses had better access to town. At the moment those vehicles go north 
or south contesting the connector routes. Additionally, everyone who comes 
north going back to Washington Blvd cuts thru Cooke street. See my post 
there. Too much traffic for a residential street. 

This is a dangerous intersection
Lower the speed limit on Elk Valley Road at this intersection and increase the 
sight lines.  Put in a two way stop sign.

Blind corner Trim bushes

Intersection complaints Potential for collision Slow down traffic

I drive this route daily, sometimes more then once up and back to my home. A 
roundabout is not a solution and in my opinion could possibly create a 
different scenario for collisions. They are a nightmare in themselves. People 
heading south on 199 coming out of the trees are going at a minimum 55mph 
and often faster because of the downhill slope. Can you imagine a semi or 
large motorhome all of a sudden seeing a roundabout. The speed has been 
reduced moving from hwy 101 to 199. Reduce the speed coming out of the 
trees toward 101 in a similar manner by posting signage. Even placing a stop 
sign on 199 could be dangerous considering the speed of vehicles. This is a 
highway, not a residential street. Roundabouts and stop signs are not always 
good solutions. 

Triangular intersection at Parkway, elk valley 
road

Too many speeders

Slow down traffic,Connect sidewalks,More 
places to walk,Enforcement,More places to 
bike,Safer roads,Safer intersection,Bus 
shelters,More transit stops,More facilities for 
disabled,More bikeways,Repaint lane 
striping,Add crosswalks,Other

This needs a roundabout. Too many people come down from Hwy 199 to take 
this as a short cut. They keep their speed and pass my house already going 
over 45 or more when it is marked at 35. There are so many times that I am 
pulling out or turning into my driveway when I almost had a collision. These 
people act like they own the road when I live here. I have asked numerous 
times for a CHP to post in front of my house to slow people down and it never 
happens. 
It is discouraging. We need to encourage people to stay on the highway and 
not use I think as a short cut that is why I would want round abouts. This town 
also needs a small By pass to connect from the south end to the north end 
thru the swamp and behind the fair grounds. People will stop when they want 
to and many want to use D2 for a short cut. 

Give them a highway and they will use it . It will lessen congestion downtown.  
We also need a bike lane both directions and a good shoulder. 
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Needs additional study and better solutions. 
Many have expressed concerns about the safety of this 
intersection. Project development is needed.

Safer intersection,Slow down traffic,Safer 
roads

Many community concerns about this intersection were the original 
inspiration for the development of this Commonplace tool to collect more 
public input. 

Crescent City Gateway & Traffic Calming A high priority project in the Regional Transportation Plan.
More places to walk,More facilities for 
disabled,Slow down traffic,Connect 
sidewalks,Beautify,More bikeways

This project will improve safety for all users and enhance non-motorized travel 
along and across US 101 in the transition zone between the lower speed urban 
Crescent City segment and the adjacent higher-speed rural highway segment 
of US 101 at the northern and southern City entry points. It will have a 
significant region-wide benefit as it improves safety for residents and visitors 
and aligns with the regional economic goals of promoting tourism. A Project 
Study Report and conceptual design was prepared in 2013 in which the 
preferred alternative project was estimated at $1.15 million.
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